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There are affordable Android phones, and then there are Android Go phones. Android Go devices are designed to be as cheap as possible and run a special version of Android that's created specifically with lower-end specs in mind. These are the best Android Go phones, which can be great starter or backup phones, including the Ulefone Note 7
(opens in new tab) as our top overall pick.Source: Ulefone (Image credit: Source: Ulefone)Modern waterdrop displayTriple rear camerasVery generous 3,500 mAh batteryStorage is expandable up to 64GBComes with a free caseOnly 16GB of base storage1GB of RAMThe best Android Go phone is one you probably haven't heard of before, but we think
it's the best overall choice, all things considered. It's the Ulefone Note 7, and it's a pretty impressive handset when you factor in the price tag.Save up to $200 on Samsung's upcoming Galaxy devicesRight off the bat, the Ulefone Note 7 stands out thanks to its design. Its 6.1-inch display has incredibly slim bezels and a waterdrop notch on the top for
its 5MP selfie camera. Compared to the other phones on this list, it really is something. You'll also find an impressive array of three cameras on the back, allowing for a ton of shooting possibilities.Specs-wise, the Ulefone Note 7 is offering a 3,500 mAh battery, 16GB of expandable storage (up to 64GB), 1GB of RAM, and dual SIM slots if you want to
use two phone numbers at once. We also appreciate the rear-mounted fingerprint sensor and face unlock functionality. Even better, you get a free case with the phone!Source: HMD Global (Image credit: Source: HMD Global)2. Nokia 1.3: Best for CarriersHD+ display with small bezels16GB of internal storageAll-day 3,000mAh batteryAndroid 10 (Go
Edition) out of the boxAvailable in a single colorHMD Global hosts a lot of options if you're interested in the best cheap Android phone, and the Nokia 1.3 is a continuation of those efforts in the entry-level segment. The phone comes with Android 10 (Go Edition) out of the box, has a large 5.7-inch HD+ screen with a waterdrop cutout and slim bezels,
and a generous 3,000mAh battery.You also get an 8MP camera at the back, 1GB of RAM and 16GB of internal storage, a microSD slot that accommodates up to 400GB of storage, and the Qualcomm 215 platform delivers reliable performance. HMD says that the device is ready for Android 11, with an update rolling out once the Go edition of Android
11 becomes available.The design itself follows Nokia's minimal industrial design aesthetic, and you get a 3.5mm headphone jack here. The best part about the Nokia 1.3 is that it is available officially in the U.S., and works with T-Mobile, AT&T, and a wide variety of MVNOs.Source: Alcatel (Image credit: Source: Alcatel)3. Alcatel 1: Best for
PhotographyModern 18:9 displayTons of camera featuresExpandable storage4G LTE supportAvailable in multiple colorsNo U.S. warrantyMax storage of 32GBAlcatel is also in the Android Go game, and its latest offering is the Alcatel 1. The 5-inch display is great for one-handed use, but compared to the Ulefone Note 7, the bezels are noticeably
larger. You get 8GB of storage out of the box, and while it's excellent that Alcatel allows you to expand it with a microSD card, we wish it went beyond the 32GB maximum.Although it may sound silly to say this for a phone that costs as little as the Alcatel 1 does, the real draw to this phone is its camera experience. You get a 5MP rear camera and 2MP
selfie camera, and while there's nothing special about the sensors themselves, Alcatel's packed a ton of features into the phone's camera app. There's a Photo Booth mode that captures four pictures over three seconds in a photo booth-like setup. Also, there's an Instant Collage function that helps you easily create a collage of your photos and a OneHanded Mode that brings all of the camera's controls down to the bottom section of the display.The Alcatel 1 is available in a trio of colors (Black, Blue, and Gold) and supports 4G LTE connectivity. Do keep in mind that this is an international device, meaning that it doesn't come with a warranty and might have some connection issues in rural areas
or crowded buildings.Source: Samsung (Image credit: Source: Samsung)4. Samsung Galaxy J2 Core: Best StorageExpandable storage up to 256GBLarge 2,600 mAh batterySimple designThree colorsFM radioDoesn't have a warrantyPotentially spotty network supportSamsung is one of the most popular phone makers out there, and it hasn't ignored
the Android Go market. The Galaxy J2 Core is the Samsung-made Android Go phone we recommend you get, with its biggest perk being a large amount of expandable storage.Similar to most Android Go devices, the Galaxy J2 Core only has 8GB of onboard storage. However, you can use a microSD card to expand it up to an impressive 256GB. That's
more than enough space for all of your favorite movies, music, games, and more, making this an excellent choice for anyone that likes to store all of their files locally.Outside of the excellent storage, the J2 Core also shines with its clean design, three available colors, and 2,600 mAh battery. As long as you don't mind the missing warranty and weaker
LTE coverage in rural parts of the country, the Galaxy J2 Core is a robust Android Go option.Source: ZTE (Image credit: Source: ZTE)5. ZTE Blade L8: Best DesignReflective back looks great16GB of internal storageQuad-core processor8MP rear cameraNo U.S. warrantyZTE creates a lot of low-cost Android phones, so it shouldn't come as much of a
surprise that the company has an Android Go offering. The ZTE Blade L8 made its debut in April 2019, and it packs quite the punch.The thing that helps the phone stand out the most is its design. While it is made out of plastic-like all of the other phones on this list, the reflective backside allows it to shimmer and shine when light hits it. It's also
available in two colors, including a sleek black and gorgeous blue.Powering the Blade L8 is a quad-core processor, 1GB of RAM, and a 2,000 mAh battery. You get 16GB of storage right out of the box, and if you need to, you can expand it up to 128GB with a microSD card. There's also an 8MP rear camera along with a 5MP front-facing camera for all
of your selfies.This is another international phone, and as previously mentioned, the biggest downside to this is the fact that the ZTE Blade L8 does not come with an official warranty in the U.S.Source: Nokia (Image credit: Source: Nokia)6. Nokia 1 Plus: Best in EuropeTextured plastic backLarge 5.45-inch displayRelatively slim bezels8MP rear
camera2,500 mAh batteryNot sold in the U.S.Last but certainly not least, we have the Nokia 1 Plus. It's a fantastic entry in the Android Go family, but unfortunately, you can't buy it in the U.S.Should you happen to live in Europe or another market where the phone is sold, then you're in for a real treat. The Nokia 1 Plus delivers a large 5.45-inch
display, an 8MP rear camera, and a "3D Nano-pattern polycarbonate shell" that looks outstanding.Also offered with the phone is 1GB of RAM, 8GB of internal storage that can be expanded up to 128GB, and a 2,500 mAh battery. You're getting a lot of bang-for-your-buck, so if you're able to purchase the Nokia 1 Plus, it's definitely a phone worth
checking out.We don't think you can go wrong with any of the phones on this list, but if we had to pick just one to recommend, it would be the Ulefone Note 7 (opens in new tab).Compared to a lot of other Android Go phones out there, we have to give Ulefone a lot of credit for the Note 7's modern design. This does not look like a phone that costs as
little as it does, and that's largely due to the bezel-lite display and three rear cameras on the back. Looks aren't everything, but they sure do help.The Note 7 isn't packed with the most impressive specs in the world, but there's plenty here to ensure you have a reliable day-to-day experience. The 3,500 mAh battery should allow for excellent endurance,
having a microSD card slot for expandable storage is always appreciated, and the fingerprint sensor makes it easy to log into your sensitive apps. For the price Ulefone is asking, the Note 7 is a smash hit.Joe Maring is Android Central's News Editor and loves talking about all things Android (just ask the drawers full of phones in his office. He also goes
to Starbucks way too often and can often be found with some sort of latte in his hands. Have a hot tip or want to say hey? Reach out on Twitter @JoeMaring1 or send an email or joe.maring@futurenet.com!Harish Jonnalagadda is the Regional Editor at Android Central. A reformed hardware modder, he now spends his time writing about India's
burgeoning handset market. Previously, he used to ponder the meaning of life at IBM. + Compare+ Compare+ Compare+ Compare+ Compare Log inAdd devices to your profile, rate and comment on your smartphones...Log in with FacebookLog in with GoogleLog in with Twitter Android Go Mobile Phones Prices Vivo Y01 Rs. 8,474 Vivo Y15s 2021
Rs. 9,499 Samsung Galaxy A03 Core Rs. 7,250 Samsung Galaxy M01 Core Rs. 4,999 Nokia C01 Plus Rs. 5,799 Nokia C21 Plus Rs. 10,299 Infinix Smart 6 Plus Rs. 8,299 Realme C11 2021 Rs. 7,099 Infinix Smart 6 Rs. 6,999 Realme C11 2021 64GB Rs. 8,599 There are lots of people in India who uses a smartphone but still, there are some people in
rural area who don’t use smartphone they are happy with feature phones. Now, if one particular person never used a smartphone then he won’t spend 10k or even 20k on a smartphone and this is where Android Go edition phones come. Related: Best Phones Under Rs 10,000 If your father or mother or anyone who never used smartphones then you
gift Android Go edition phones because it’s cheaper and still, the phone will give you better performance. So let’s see some of the best Android Go edition phones that you can buy or gift someone in India. 1. Micromax IN 2B Micromax IN 2b Micromax is back with another affordable smartphone and it’s by far the best Android Go smartphone available
in India. The Micromax IN 2b is powered by Unisoc T610 (12 nm) and runs on Android 11 Go. It comes with a 13MP + 2MP rear camera and 5MP selfie shooter while there is a 5,000 mAh battery with 10W charging support. The device has a 6.52-inches HD+ display. The Micromax IN 2B is priced at Rs 8,499 for 4GB of Ram and 64GB storage.
Related: Best Smartphones Under Rs 10,000 Overall, if your budget is Rs 8,000 and if you want the best smartphone which lasts for a long time then don’t look for anything else, Micromax IN 2b is by far the best option available. Micromax IN 2b Specifications Display Size6.52-inches HD+ 60Hz DisplayProcessorUnisoc T610 (12 nm) OSAndroid 11
GoCameras (Rear)13 MP Primary2 MP MacroCameras (Front)5 MP SelfieRam & Storage4GB Ram + 64 GB Storage6GB Ram + 64 GB StorageBattery5,00 mAh battery (10W Charging) 2. Realme C11 (2021) RealMe C11 2021 Go Edition RealMe has also entered into Android Go smartphones. RealMe C11 2021 is powered by Unisoc SC9863A (28nm)
and running Android 11, Realme Go UI. It also has an 8MP rear camera + 5MP front camera along with a 5,000 mAh battery and 10W charging support while there is a 6.50-inches HD+ 60Hz display. The RealMe C11 2021 is priced at Rs 7,299 for 2GB of Ram and 32GB storage. The price is perfect, it’s a bit overpriced. Considering the specs, it
should have launched around 6k or less. Related: Best Smartphones Under Rs 15,000 Overall, if you don’t want to spend Rs 8,499 on Micromax IN 2 and then you can consider RealMe C22 2021 Go edition. RealMe C11 2021 Specifications Display Size6.50-inches HD+ 60Hz DisplayProcessorUnisoc SC9863A (28nm)OSAndroid 11, Realme Go
UICameras (Rear)8 MP PrimaryCameras (Front)5MP SelfieRam & Storage2GB Ram + 32GB StorageBattery5,000 mAh battery (10W Charging) 3. Tecno Spark Go 2021 Tecno Spark Go 2021 Tecno Spark Go 2021 comes with a 6.52-inches HD+ 60hz display and it’s running on Android 10 Go Edition, HiOS 6.2. Tecno hasn’t said which processor they
have used but it Quad-core 1.8 GHz The device has a 5,000 mAh battery with 10W charging support along with a 13MP rear camera and 8MP selfie shooter. Overall, at the Rs 6,999 price tag, this could be a good option. Now, keep in mind, that it doesn’t have a pure stock UI experience like Micromax IN 2B. It has HiOS 6 which is customized by
Tecno. Tecno Spark Go 2021 Specifications Display Size6.52-inches HD+ 60Hz DisplayProcessorUnspecifiedQuad-core 1.8 GHzOSAndroid 10 Go Edition, HiOS 6.2Cameras (Rear)13 MP PrimaryCameras (Front)8 MP SelfieRam & Storage2GB Ram + 32GB StorageBattery5,000 mAh battery (10W Charging) 5. Nokia C20 Plus Nokia C20 Plus When
Nokia made its comeback in the smartphone market, we all were excited but now, it feels like, why they did it. Nokia C20 Plus is the latest offering from HMD Global aka Nokia. The Nokia C20 Plus has the same processor as Realme C11 (2021) which is Unisoc SC9863A (28nm). The device is running on Android 11 Go Edition along with an 8MP +
2MP rear camera and 8MP selfie shooter. It also has a 5,000 mAh battery and a 6.52-inches HD+ display. In short, if you wanted to buy Nokia Branded phone then Nokia C20 Plus (review) is a good option to look at. Also, Nokia has a good track record of updates. Nokia C20 Plus Specifications Display Size6.52-inches HD+ 60Hz
DisplayProcessorUnisoc SC9863A (28nm) OSAndroid 11 Go EditionCameras (Rear)8 MP Primary2 MP depthCameras (Front)5 MP SelfieRam & Storage2GB Ram + 32GB StorageBattery5,000 mAh battery (10W Charging) 5. SAMSUNG M01 core SAMSUNG M01 core It is good that Samsung didn’t launch Samsung M01 Core at the price of Rs 9,999.
The phone is priced at Rs 6,868 for 2GB of ram and 32GB of storage. It’s powered by an MT6739WW quad-core Processor and running on Android 10, yet to get an Android 11 update. The phone comes with an 8MP rear camera and 5MP selfie shooter along with a 6.30-inches HD+ 60Hz LCD. Overall, if you’re that person who only buys Samsung
branded phones and doesn’t want to go with a Chinese smartphone the Samsung M01 Core would be a good option to look at. If you ask me, still, the Micromax IN 2b is the best smartphone under 10k in India. SAMSUNG M01 core Specifications Display Size6.30-inches HD+ 60Hz DisplayProcessorMT6739WW quad-core ProcessorOSAndroid 10 Go
EditionCameras (Rear)8 MP PrimaryCameras (Front)5 MP SelfieRam & Storage2GB Ram + 32GB Storage1GB Ram + 16MP StorageBattery3,000 mAh battery (10W Charging) *Links on MobileDrop may earn us a commission (Learn More) To get up to date with tech, do follow us on Google News. If you want to buy a new mobile, tv, DSLR, or anything
else, check out topBestinINDIA. By the way, want to save money, and get live deals, follow us on telegram. Here is the discussion Telegram Group, see you there Related: Android Go PhonesTech UpdateTop 5 SeriesTop Mobile Series
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